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We revisit the decaying wino dark matter scenario in the light of the updated positron fraction, electron 
and positron ﬂuxes in cosmic ray recently reported by the AMS-02 collaboration. We show the AMS-02 
results favor the mass of the wino dark matter at around a few TeV, which is consistent with the 
prediction on the wino mass in the pure gravity mediation model.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
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The AMS-02 collaboration has recently updated the positron 
fraction, the electron ﬂux, and the positron ﬂux in cosmic ray [1,2], 
which consistently show anomalous excesses over the expecta-
tion based on the conventional cosmic-ray propagation model. 
Of particular interest of these new results is that the positron frac-
tion is no longer increasing with energy above around 200 GeV. 
Furthermore, the positron fraction and ﬂux look to peak at 
around 300 GeV. If the anomalous excesses come from the de-
caying dark matter, such “peak” structures give constraints on the 
dark matter mass. In this letter, we revisit the decaying wino dark 
matter scenario [3] to account for the anomalous excesses, and de-
rive the constraint on the decaying wino mass along the line of the 
analysis of our previous paper [4].
From phenomenological viewpoint, the wino-like dark matter 
is a good candidate for weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) 
that evades severe limits from direct detection searches [5]. On 
the other hand, the dark matter predicts strong signals in indi-
rect detection searches utilizing e.g. gamma-ray observations, for 
its annihilation cross section is boosted by the Sommerfeld en-
hancement [6,7]. Though the strength of the signal is still below 
current experimental limits due to large astrophysical ambiguities, 
they are expected to be detected in near future [8].
From theoretical viewpoint, the wino-like dark matter is real-
ized in a wide class of supersymmetric standard models when 
gaugino masses are dominated by the anomaly mediated super-
symmetry breaking contributions [9]. Models with anomaly medi-
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SCOAP3.ated gaugino mass are now highly motivated since they provide 
a good dark matter candidate (i.e. the wino) while explaining the 
observed Higgs boson mass of about 126 GeV [10] in conjunction 
with the high scale supersymmetry breaking where the gravitino 
and the sfermion masses are in O(100–1000) TeV range [11]. Such 
models are, for example, realized as the models of pure gravity 
mediation (PGM) [12–14], the models with strong moduli stabiliza-
tion [15], the spread supersymmetry [16], and the minimal split 
supersymmetry [17]. As we will show, the recent observations of 
AMS-02 suggest the decaying wino mass is at around a few TeV, 
which is consistent with the prediction on the wino mass in this 
class of models.
2. Decaying wino in the PGM model
Let us brieﬂy summarize the decaying wino dark matter sce-
nario in the pure gravity mediation model. In the model, gaugino 
masses are dominated by the one-loop anomaly mediated con-
tributions [9], and the neutral wino becomes the lightest super-
symmetric (LSP). For derivation of the anomaly mediated gaugino 
masses in superspace formalism of supergravity, refer to the pa-
pers [18–20]. The Higgsino mass term is, on the other hand, gen-
erated through tree-level interactions to the R-symmetry break-
ing sector [21] (the generalized Giudice–Masiero mechanism [22]), 
which leads to the Higgsinos mass much larger than the gaugino 
masses. With such a large Higgsino mass term, the mixing between 
the wino and the bino is highly suppressed. The PGM model there-
fore predicts the almost pure neutral wino as the LSP which is a 
good candidate for WIMP dark matter.
The wino dark matter is produced thermally in the early uni-
verse and non-thermally by the decay of the gravitino in the late  under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by 
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these contributions together, the wino mass turns out to be lighter 
than about 3 TeV in order to be consistent with the observed dark 
matter density [23]. The wino mass of around 3 TeV is particularly 
interesting, because the dark matter density is explained solely by 
its thermal relic density [24]. The wino dark matter lighter than 
3 TeV can also provide the correct relic density when the non-
thermal production dominates, [25,26,12]. In particular, the wino 
mass below about 1–1.5 TeV is interesting, because such a lighter 
wino dark matter is easily consistent with the traditional thermal 
leptogenesis scenario [27].
The wino dark matter is not necessarily to be absolutely stable 
and may decay into standard model particles when the R-parity 
is slightly violated. In this letter, we consider the decay caused by 
R-parity violating interactions,
W/R = λi jk Li L j Eck, (1)
among various possibilities to violate the R-parity. Here, the in-
dices denote the generation of leptons, and λ’s are tiny coupling 
constants. The decaying wino dark matter via the LLEc interactions 
is free from the constraint from cosmic-ray anti-proton observa-
tions.1 Constraints from gamma-ray observations are also much 
milder than the case of models with R-parity violation by LHu [3]. 
Through the R-parity violating interactions in Eq. (1), the wino 
dark matter decays into three-body ﬁnal states that are composed 
only of leptons (a pair of charged leptons and a neutrino). Its life-










Electron and positron cosmic rays from the decay reproduce the 
anomalous excesses of AMS-02 for τwino = O (1026−27) s, as will 
be seen in the next subsection.
3. Wino mass from AMS-02 2014
The procedure to calculate the electron and positron ﬂuxes for 
signal and background is essentially the same as the one adopted 
in our previous paper [4]. We made several assumptions in the 
procedure, and those are listed below in order.
• The decay of the wino dark matter is described by the in-
teraction Li L j Eck . Primary e
+ and e− spectra from the decay 
are obtained assuming the left-handed slepton L˜i is enough 
lighter than others and no ﬂavor violation exists on couplings 
between wino and (s)leptons. We have used Pythia 8 [29]
for the spectra with a slight modiﬁcation for a polarized lep-
ton decay. The dark matter mass density of our galaxy is as-
sumed to follow the NFW proﬁle [30] with proﬁle parameters 
ρ = 0.4 GeV/cm3 (the local halo density), rc = 20 kpc (the 
core radius), and r = 8.5 kpc (the distance between our solar 
system and the galactic center). Propagations of the electrons 
and positrons in our galaxy are considered using the diffusion 
equation of the so-called MED model [31].
• For astrophysical backgrounds against the signals, we have 
adopted a similar method developed in reference [32]. Using 







ref (E). Here, Φ
e±
ref (E) are reference back-
ground ﬂuxes obtained by GALPROP [33] with the electron 
1 We presume the absence of other R-parity violating operators. As discussed in 
reference [4], it is possible to generate only LLEc operators in a grand uniﬁed theory 
consistent way.injection index being −2.66. The effect of the solar modula-
tion is also considered by the force-ﬁeld method [34] in both 
signal and background calculations.
• The above electron and positron ﬂuxes are ﬁtted to the lat-
est AMS-02 data of the positron fraction [1] and the electron 
ﬂux [2]. Following six parameters, the background parame-
ters (A± , p±) and the force-ﬁeld potentials for electrons and 
positrons (φ±), are varied to maximize the likelihood func-
tion of the ﬁtting for each wino mass and lifetime (mwino
and τwino) in the ranges of A± ∈ [0, ∞], p± ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], and 
φ± ∈ [0, 1] GV, respectively. The ﬁtting has been performed in 
the energy range of E > 5 GeV for the positron fraction and 
> 10 GeV for the electron ﬂux to suppress the effect of the 
solar modulation.
Fitting results are depicted in upper three panels of Fig. 1 as 
contour lines of 68th, 95th, and 99th percentile of the chi-squared 
distribution for two degrees of freedom. The results for the wino 
decays caused by the interactions L1L2Eci , L3L1E
c
i , and L3L2E
c
i
(i = 1, 2, and 3) are shown in top-left, top-right, and middle-left 
panels, respectively. As a reference, the wino mass favored by the 
thermal WIMP scenario is shown as a light yellow bar. In lower 
three panels of the ﬁgure, as an example, the positron fraction 
(middle-right panel), the electron ﬂux (bottom-left panel), and 
the positron ﬂux (bottom-right panel) are shown with the lat-
est AMS-02 data for the decay caused by the interaction L3L2Ec1. 
The red solid lines in these plots are from the best-ﬁt parame-
ters of mwino and τwino, while red shaded regions are obtained 
by the parameters within 68th percentile of the chi-squared 
distribution.
Constraints on the wino mass from other experiments are also 
shown in the upper three panels as regions shaded by grays: The 
dark gray region in each panel is from the disappearing charged 
track search at the Large Hadron Collider experiment [35,36]. The 
light gray region is from the Fermi-LAT experiment [37], which 
is obtained by observing gamma-rays from the wino dark matter 
annihilation at classical dwarf spheroidal galaxies. This observation 
is known to give the most robust limit on the wino mass among 
various indirect detection searches of dark matter [8].
The decay of the wino also generates energetic gamma-rays 
through prompt decay as well as the inverse Compton scatter-
ing (ICS). Such high energetic gamma-rays are again constrained 
by the Fermi-LAT observations. By repeating the analysis in [4], we 
ﬁnd that the observation gives the constraint as τwino  1026 s in 
the region of mwino ∼ 1 TeV when we use oﬃcially published data 
of the Fermi-LAT experiment [38,39]. As a result, the gamma-ray 
constraints by the Fermi-LAT experiments have some tension with 
the models with operators including L3 and/or Ec3, since they re-
quire rather shorter lifetimes to account for the positron excess. 
We did not explicitly show the constraint on the panels to avoid 
making the ﬁgure busy.
As a word of caution, the contribution from the ICS in the galac-
tic halo has not been included in the above mentioned analysis 
in [4], since it is subject to the uncertainties on the global distri-
bution of the diffused electrons and positrons in the galactic halo.2
We have included the ICS with the cosmic microwave background 
caused by the wino decay at all past redshifts. With our conserva-
tive estimation, the constraints in our analysis are weaker than the 
ones in [40].3
2 The electron/positrons ﬂuxes observed by PAMELA/Fermi-LAT/AMS-02 are local 
ones, and hence, the signal rate from the wino decay is not subject to these uncer-
tainties.
3 In [40], it is also discussed how the constraints from the gamma ray ﬂux are 
relaxed for conservative estimation and found that the decaying DM scenario in 
136 M. Ibe et al. / Physics Letters B 741 (2015) 134–137Fig. 1. Upper three panels: Contour lines of 68th, 95th, and 99th percentile of the likelihood function (the chi-squared distribution) for the wino decays through the interactions 
L1L2Eci (top-left panel), L3L1E
c
i (top-right panel), and L3L2E
c
i (middle-left panel), where i = 1, 2, and 3. See text for gray and yellow shaded regions. Lower three panels: The 
positron fraction (middle-right panel), the electron ﬂux (bottom-left panel), and the positron ﬂux (bottom-right panel) with the latest AMS-02 data for the decay through 
the interaction L3L1Ec2. See text for red solid lines and red shaded regions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.)As can be seen from the ﬁgure, the decaying wino dark mat-
ter with LLEc interactions is indeed very consistent with the latest 
AMS-02 data. In particular, the wino mass favored by the data is 
always within a few TeV region irrespective to the lepton ﬂavor 
structure of the interaction Li L j Eck , which is nothing but the re-
gion predicted by the pure gravity mediation model. As mentioned 
above, the limit from the diffuse gamma-ray observation seems to 
start excluding the favored parameter region when the wino de-
cays mainly into tau leptons, such as the decays caused by the 
L3L1Ec3 and L3L3E
c
3 interactions. On the other hand, the decays 
mainly into ﬁrst and second generation leptons are still away from 
PAMELA+Fermi region still survives. Therefore, our analysis is more conservative 
but consistent with [40].the limit. For the sake of convenience, we have also estimated the 
uncertainty associated with electron and positron propagations in 
our galaxy using the diffusion equations of the so-called M1 and 
M2 models. The uncertainty turns out not to change the result 
drastically.
4. Summary and discussions
We have revisited the decaying wino dark matter scenario 
in the light of the updated positron fraction, electron ﬂux, and 
positron ﬂux in cosmic ray reported by the AMS-02 collaboration. 
The AMS-02 data can be well explained by the almost pure wino 
dark matter of its mass around a few TeV and its decay described 
by the R-parity violating LLEc interactions. Such a dark matter, 
in particular a few TeV range of the wino mass, is consistent with 
the pure gravity mediation model very well.
M. Ibe et al. / Physics Letters B 741 (2015) 134–137 137The origin of the anomalous excess reported by the AMS-02 
collaboration is still unknown: Both dark matter interpretation and 
astrophysical interpretation such as pulsar activities nearby us may 
be still possible (for recent discussions see [41–43] and references 
therein). Future observations of extragalactic diffuse gamma-rays 
caused by the wino decay and those of gamma-rays caused by the 
wino dark matter annihilation at dwarf spheroidal galaxies will be 
important to convince us that the wino dark matter is really the 
origin.
If the R-parity breaking operators such as UcUcDc or Q DcL are 
not completely suppressed, the wino decay may have the hadronic 
modes. If it is the case, we may have antiproton excess in the cos-
mic ray.
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